
Le Casa De Cesim
De Topo Paralpinisme

Caractéristiques
Lieu : Hakkari, Turquie■

Orientation : Ouest■

Hauteur : 800m (?)■

Matériel : "There are 2 options for jumping. For one, you don’t need any gear but exit is a little bit■

positive in that case. From the upper exit, there is a minor ledge 5 at meters below. But if you go
with the rope and repel down 5 meters, it is definitely positive and safe."
Posé : "It is a normal size field at a little bit left side of the exit."■

Première : Cengiz Kocak in 2019■

Acces: 1:30h
Exit Coordonnées GPS: 37.27049, 43.60463

"The best way is to get in contact with security forces, and locals before you go there. Because ares
is known for terrorist activities for 40 years. So everything you do in there is sensitive. Getting in
contact with the little governor office is the best way to start the adventure. Because without his
support, you can not even enter the town. Approach: If you have little governor’s support then he
will also support you with one army unit and truck then you will have to hike with them to the top.
Because they not only make sure that you are safe, but also check for the land mines. So hiking with
that team after the drive takes like one and a half hour. Because they carry heavy backpacks.".

Terrain Profile: From the upper exit, there is a minor ledge 5 at meters below. But if you go with the
rope and repel down 5 meters, it is definitely positive and safe. Exit is 180 meters rock drop and
then easily flyable to the landing. You can even do some flyby at the left side of the valley at the
front of you. Or you can go deep in the valley before flare and deployment.

Remarque

Récupérée de « https://www.base-jump.org/topo/index.php?title=Le_Casa_De_Cesim&oldid=7250 »

Catégories :

Turquie
Wingsuit
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